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By Adam Gaffen

Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New.
Nikky Johnson (illustrator). Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Set a
century in the future, Run Like Hell is a fast-moving adventure - well, why don t we let JM Leitch,
author of The Zul Enigma, tell you about it? Run Like Hell doesn t fall into the weighty adventure
scifi type of novel I usually choose - it is also a light hearted futuristic romance - but having said that
it s beefed up with good science and is a well constructed and well written book. The main
characters are charming and original and dazzle the reader with their quick and witty repartee. Set
100 years in the future, the book opens with the wedding of two female friends, Kendra (Ken) Foster-
Briggs exotic actress and film producer, Aiyana Cassidy (Cass) half Irish/half Native American
graduate from MIT with a Doctorate in Optical Engineering, and Derek James, a man of
independent means. The only problem is instead of the Reverend marrying them he pulls a gun on
them, forcing them to Run Like Hell. Surviving a second attack the two ladies leave Derek behind
and after...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook might be worth a read, and superior to other. It is probably the most remarkable book i have got read. Its been designed in an remarkably
straightforward way and it is merely soon after i finished reading this publication where really modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Alex  Ziem e DDS-- Alex  Ziem e DDS

A whole new e-book with an all new viewpoint. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this created e pdf. I am just very happy to inform you
that this is the greatest book i have read through within my own life and could be he best pdf for ever.
-- Ha nk Tr eutel-- Ha nk Tr eutel
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